
9 useful YouTube channels to prepare for the exam
Soon the end of the second academic quarter and come the new year holidays. Of course, at this time we all want to relax, watch movies, eat
sweets and just do nothing. For eleventh is also the onset of the very 2017, in which they pass the main Unified state exam. We have collected a
few YouTube channels that will help not lose the fighting spirit for the holidays and spend a couple of hours in the day.

1. The channel of the center for online education "Foxford"
One of the biggest centers of online learning for students grades 5-11 offers a large number of videos on various topics of school course. Here you
can find interactive tutorials in physics, mathematics, chemistry, biology, Russian language and other subjects. They are perfect for those who need
to fill a whole separate topic of the course. Also, "Foxford" offers several video courses for the preparation of the OGE for the ninth grade and
solutions of the tasks exam, the master-classes and trainings on a variety of subjects. Relevant materials, which will tell you about the exam 2017,
there is a little, but you can see the analysis tasks of yesteryear. Some of them were quite relevant today. Master classes and workshops run by
teachers, University professors and specialists from various educational centers. All assignments clearly understand, in clear and accessible
language.

2. Channel creative Studio SmartRaccoon
 

Creative guys from the Studio came up with a very fun way of preparing for the exam in mathematics through play. Walking down the steps of the
exam from a young Padawan to master Yoda, you will be able to compete with other players in the knowledge of mathematics, to refresh some of
the topics to fill the gaps and even get prizes. To sign up for the game on the site. And on the YouTube channel SmartRaccoon you will find a lot of
interesting and very funny videos which will help you deal with a difficult and not very difficult tasks for the state examination in mathematics, and at
the same time and have a set of secret techniques, which exam will become many times easier.

3. The channel of the center for online learning Novisse
 

Novisse is the center of education and self-education for pupils, students, lecturers and teachers. On the YouTube channel they post part of their
content, which includes more training courses for the exam in different subjects. Now lined with not as many videos but continue to receive relevant
materials on analysis of the tasks already in 2017. For example, the Russian language is already available master classes on the first five test tasks.
For ninth graders will be training on writing narrative.

4. Channel school "Want to know"
On this channel presents, maybe not the most current, but still useful video tutorials on writing the most difficult part of the exam — part of the
village school Teachers "Want to know" accessible, understandable and clearly tell about the criteria of assessment tasks with detailed answer, give
the algorithms of solutions and helpful tips that will help you understand what is required from the eleventh, and to cope with the tasks perfectly.
Here you can find a parsing test in some subjects. The only drawback: not all jobs relevant to prepare for the exam in 2017, but still, if you are not
in coaching, but want to understand the principles of the exam and to understand how to solve a particular task, to write an essay or work with the
text, this channel is perfect for you, and the time spent on watching movies, definitely not wasted.

5. Channel Timetostudy Courses
If you need to pass a difficult exam and MSE in physics and mathematics perfectly, then feel free to come math homework for 3rd grade on this
channel. Anything extra: only blackboard, chalk and a bright-eyed young teacher, clearly and simply explaining the material. On channel you can
find tutorials options jobs from 2016. In the playlist items are grouped thematically. For example, there is a separate unit on optics,
electrodynamics, algebra, geometry and so on that will help to fill the gaps in any particular subject. These lessons are suitable for those who in
principle is well-versed in physics and mathematics and does not need any figurative representation of the solutions and explanations, and want to
learn how to solve specific problems.

6. The channel of the Centre for effective preparation for the exam and the OGE
RuEGE
 

https://www.essayhave.com/math-homework.html


This channel will suit those seniors who desperately need to pass some object, and repeat the entire curriculum from cover to cover in no time.
With pen and paper, teachers of the center is actually coached at the decision of tasks of the exam, without going into the theory on the subject.
Here are step-by-step algorithms to solve each task of the demonstration options. All materials are relevant for the exam of 2017. In fact, it is your
home tutor, who calmly and clearly explain what you need to do to take the exam on a positive evaluation. Yeah, maybe a little dry, but very
effective.

7. The channel of the center for online learning "Italic"
 

On this channel you can find the analysis of examination tasks in mathematics, Russian, physics, chemistry, history and biology. Playlists auto-
generated by subject and includes both the analysis of individual tasks and videocassette lectures on some topics. A big plus of the channel that in
some subjects understand multiple variants of the same task, which helps to trace the pattern and to develop its own solution algorithm. Not all
materials are relevant and some items not so much, but these videos will help you solidly to save money on tutor and understand some topics
independently.

8. Channel InternetUrok
 

If you need not so much to prepare for the exam, how much to tighten knowledge on the subject or to fill in the gaps on various topics, feel free to
come on this channel. It contains a huge number of video tutorials for all school subjects from grades 1-11. Teachers entertaining, with the use of
illustrative materials will tell you everything you missed, dropouts or forgotten. Playlists generated separately for each subject and grade, so you will
not be difficult to find a topic. Recommend channel not only for those who repeats studied for the exam, but also to anyone who is experiencing
difficulties in a particular topic or in a subject.

9. Channels GetAClassRus in physics and mathematics
 

The channel, dedicated to physics, you can see lots of videos from the series "Physics in experiments and experiments". In them clearly and with
humor explains the basic laws of physics. Of course, the jobs use here nobody cooks, but to repeat (and maybe study) selected topics in physics
these mini-lectures will help you. A big plus of video data — the experiments which the school is carried out not often. We think they are worth a
watch even for those who exam yet (or already) not going to surrender, because after watching these commercials physics definitely seem more
interesting than at school.

 

The channel devoted to mathematics, there is no such interesting experiences and a large number of visual materials, but here you can find a good,
understandable explanation of a variety, even very difficult topics of school mathematics. Again, solving the tasks of the exam is not here, but for
learning, repetition and consolidation of individual topics, this resource will be very useful.
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